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	Text Field 20: Donald Trump enforces a travel ban, restricting people from six Muslim majority countries from entering the United States. As one of the President's top-level advisors, you have the acute knowledge of global and political affairs required to challenge the President's decision and prevent the spread of prejudice and discrimination. This course is a rapid, global tour of different ideas about how to lead people. We will encounter ideas and leaders who we may not agree with, but will emerge more knowledgeable and empathetic. 
	Text Field 21: Term 1- Class, Nation & British Politics.British Empire: national and global implications since the 20th Century.The changing basis of electoral politics in Britain.Term 2- Ethics of violence in international relationsWhat is the evolving meaning of 'conflict'? How far and in what ways can we apply ethics to international conflicts?Term 3- Politics and international relations in the Middle EastHow do countries in the Middle East defend and develop their populations?Conflict prevention and peace-building.
	Text Field 22: Reflective JournalCase Study PortfolioGroup PresentationsTutor time current affairs discussions
	Text Field 23: Visits to the UK ParliamentGuest lectures at London UniversitiesChurchill War RoomsOpportunities to participate and compete in Woodside debate teamsOpportunities to stand for UK Youth Parliament
	Text Field 24: Prisoners of Geography (Tim Marshall)A Journey (Tony Blair)Seeing like a State (James Scott)Mother Country:  Real Stories of the Windrush Children (Charlie Brinkhurst-Cuff)From Beirut to Jerusalem (Thomas Friedman)
	Text Field 25: Communication Debate and negotiationCritical evaluation of evidenceSource analysisEmpathyLeadership characteristics
	Text Field 26: Global awareness and understandingPresenting complex informationResearching a variety of sourcesPublic speakingTeamwork
	Text Field 27: PoliticsHistoryGeographyEnglishMedia Philosophy International Relations
	Text Field 28: Politician Civil ServantAcademicTeacherTV PresenterActivistJournalistDiplomat
	Subject 2: Global Political Systems


